in racism and human rights, the fourth edition of the European Islamophobia
Report addresses a still timely and politically important issue. All 34 country

reports included in this book follow a unique structure that is convenient, first, for comparing country reports and, second, for selected readings on a particular topic such as
politics, employment, or education with regards to Islamophobia across Europe.
The present report investigates in detail the underlying dynamics that directly or indirectly
support the rise of anti-Muslim racism in Europe. This extends from Islamophobic statements spread in national media to laws and policies that restrain the fundamental rights
of European Muslim citizens. As a result, the European Islamophobia Report 2018 discusses the impact of anti-Muslim discourse on human rights, multiculturalism, and the
state of law in Europe.
This fourth edition of our report highlights how European societies are challenged by the
rise of violent far-right groups that do not only preach hatred of Muslims but also participate in the organization of bloody terror attacks. The rise of far-right terrorist groups such
as AFO (Action of Operational Forces) in France or the network Hannibal in Germany,
Austria, and Switzerland confirms EUROPOL’s alarming surveys on the growing danger
of right-wing terrorism.
This year, SETA worked in cooperation with the Leopold Weiss Institute, an Austrian NGO
based in Vienna dedicated to the research of Muslims in Europe. In addition, the European Union has funded the European Islamophobia Report 2018 through the program
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y gathering 39 local scholars, experts, and civil society activists specialized
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Executive Summary
According to available studies intolerance towards Muslims in general and Arabs in
particular is prominent in the Czech Republic. The longitudinal study found that
Islamophobia is on the rise, becoming stronger over the years. This phenomenon is
closely related to the strong anti-immigrant sentiments of the Czech voters and the
corresponding policies of accepting not a single refugee.
Since 2015, in the Czech Republic, we have witnessed the full normalization
of Islamophobia in public discourse, in media, in the Parliament, the Office of the
President and Prime Minister and, most notably on the Internet. The content that
would be considered extreme or fringe a couple of years ago is now given a platform
in the Czech Senate and other public spaces. The monitoring exercise carried out by
ROMEA found that incidents of xenophobia, including anti-migrant hate, followed
by Islamophobia are the most frequent types of illegal hate speech on the Czech
Internet.
The proliferation of fake news and hoaxes related to Muslims is on the rise. It
leads to the radicalization of individuals. That is what contributed to the first case
in the Czech Republic of a person being convicted of terrorism for chopping down
trees which fell onto train lines while spreading flyers in poor Czech so as to fake a
Muslim terrorist attack.
The election success of the Party of Direct Democracy led by one of the most
prominent figures in the Islamophobia network, Tomio Okamura, opened space for
the full-blown mainstreaming of Islamophobia through announced initiatives to ban
Islam as a non-religion.
On the front of combating xenophobia and Islamophobia we find NGOs that
are often exposed to the same degree of hate as the groups whose rights they try to
uphold. The existence of a voluntary informal network of citizens who help refugees
(often seen as Muslims only) is encouraging. So is the only party in the Parliament
with a moderate view of the issue of tolerance to different groups and cultures, the
Pirate Party.
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Shrnutí
Dle dostupných studií je netolerance zaměřená na muslimy obecně a na Araby konkrétně v České republice významná. Longitudinální studie zjistila, že je islamofobie
na vzestupu a že posiluje v průběhu zkoumaného období. Tento jev úzce souvisí se
silnou proti-uprchlickou náladou českých voličů a voliček a s ní spojenou politikou
nepřijímání žádných uprchlíků. Od roku 2015 pozorujeme celkovou normalizaci
islamofobie ve veřejném diskurzu, v mediích, v Parlamentu, z Kanceláře prezidenta,
z Úřadu vlády skrz výroky premiéra a zejména na internetu. Obsah, který by dříve
byl považován za extrémní či okrajový nyní dostává platformu na půdě Senátu a
v jiných veřejných místech. Hodnocení kodexu chování internetových platforem,
které za Českou republiku provedla ROMEA, umožnilo zjistit, že xenofobie, včetně
nenávisti vůči migrantům, a islamofobie představují nejčastější typy nelegálního hovoru z nenávisti na českém internetu. Proliferace falešných zpráv a hoaxů tykajících
se muslimu stoupá a vede k radikalizaci občanů. Tento fenomén přispěl i k v prvním
případů odsouzení za teroristický čin v ČR. Penzista totiž byl odsouzen za kácení
stromů na železniční trať za účelem vyvolání dojmu, že se jedná o teroristický čin
spáchaný muslimy. Volební úspěch Strany přímé demokracie, vedené jednou z hlavních postav na české islamofobní scéně, Tomio Okamurou, otevřel prostor pro zcela
otevřený mainstreaming islamofobie skrz iniciativu za zákaz islámu jakožto ne-náboženství. Pokud jde o odpor vůči islamofobii, ten zůstává doménou neziskového
sektoru, jehož zástupci jsou často vystaveni stejně intenzivní nenávisti jako skupiny,
jejichž práva se snaží chránit. Existence dobrovolných neformálních sítí občanů, které pomáhají uprchlíkům (kteří jsou často vnímáni jako muslimové) je povzbuzující,
stejně jako působení jediné strany v Parlamentu s mírněnými názory na toleranci
k odlišným skupinám a kulturám, Pirátské strany.
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Country Profile
Country: Czech Republic
Type of Regime: Parliamentary representative democracy
Form of Government: Unitary parliamentary constitutional republic
Ruling Parties: ANO 2011 (centrist, populist) and Czech Social Democratic Party
(center-left, populist)
Opposition Parties: Civic Democratic Party (center-right), Czech Pirate Party, Freedom and Direct Democracy (far right), Communist Party of Bohemia and Moravia
(far left), Christian Democratic Union (center-right), TOP 09 (center-right), Mayors and Independents (local issues party)
Last Elections: 2018 Presidential election (Miloš Zeman won 51.37% of the vote in
the second round); 2017 Legislative election (ANO 2011 78 seats; Civic Democratic
Party, center-right 25; Czech Pirate Party 22; Freedom and Direct Democracy, far
right 22; Communist Party of Bohemia and Moravia, far left 15; Czech Social Democratic Party center-left 15; Christian Democratic Union, center-right 10; TOP 09,
center-right 7; Mayors and Independents, local issues party 6)
Total Population: 10.58 million people (in 2017)
Major Languages: Czech
Official Religion: No official religion
Statistics on Islamophobia: In 2017, the Czech police registered 3 criminal acts
motivated by hate towards Muslims, 4 less than in 2016. At the same time, it registered two criminal acts motivated by hate towards Arabs, 6 less than in 2016.
Statistics on Racism and Discrimination: Statistics of the Public Defender of
Rights for 2017: 384 complaints (113 less than in 116), discrimination found in 13
cases (direct, indirect, cases of harassment). Grounds for complaints in descending
order: other; disability; race, ethnicity; sex; age; nationality.
Major Religions (% of Population): According to the census of 2011: no religion
(34.5%), Catholics (10.5%), Protestants (1%), believers with no affiliation to religious institutions (6.8%), undeclared/no answer (44.7%).
Muslim Population (% of Population): According to the census 3,358 persons
(0.03%); according to estimates 22,000 (0.2%).
Main Muslim Community Organizations: Center of Muslim Communities, General Union of Muslim Students in the Czech Republic, Muslim Union
Main NGOs Combating Islamophobia: ROMEA, Multicultural Center, Organization for Aid to Refugees, Czech Helsinki Committee, Association for Integration
and Migration
Far Right Parties: Freedom and Direct Democracy (SPD)
Far Right Movements: We Do Not Want Islam in the Czech Republic, 7. Republika, National Resistance
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Far Right Terrorist Organisations: N/A
Limitations to Islamic practices
− Hijab Ban: Limitations at schools and work regulated by dress codes of the
given institutions
− Halal Slaughter Ban: No
− Minaret Ban: No (depends on local decision)
− Circumcision Ban: No
− Burka Ban: No specific regulations but there are no burqa-clad women residing
in the country as of yet
− Prayer Ban: No
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Introduction
According to the longitudinal study “European Values Study” carried out by the
Faculty of Social Studies at Masaryk University in Brno, general trust in the Czech
Republic is on decline and intolerance towards certain minorities is on the rise. According to a report by ROMEA, while in the year 1991 roughly 20% of respondents
did not want a Muslim as a neighbor, in 2017 58% of respondents felt that way.
Experts have noted similar developments for the categories of foreign workers and
immigrants.1 When asked how they felt about individual nationalities, the respondents from the survey gave the worst marks to Arabs and Roma. The experts who
produced the study explain the intolerance towards Muslims and Arabs (frequently
confused terms in the Czech Republic) by incidents of Islamic terrorism and the socalled migration wave. It should be added that the “migration wave” has not affected
the Czech Republic much but it did produce enormous fear and served as a slogan
for the mobilization of populists and extremists.
Pew Research Center´s 2018 report on differences between Western and Eastern
Europeans´ attitudes to religion, minorities, and key social issues found that “Czechs
are highly secular, generally favor same-sex marriage and do not associate Christianity with their national identity, similar to most Western Europeans. But Czechs
also express low levels of acceptance toward Muslims, more closely resembling their
neighbors in the East.”2
Given the results of the studies and the evaluation of the security situation in
the Czech Republic in the Ministry of Interior´s 2017 report, which is discussed
below, we may conclude that Islamophobia is not part of fringe fractions, groups, or
individuals but has gone full-blown mainstream. It happens in the open and dominates the public scene. It happens in the Parliament, through the Presidential Office
and most notably on the Internet. According to the Annual Report on Extremism, the
Internet is increasingly used as a tool for spreading hate towards various groups and
by those who would not be traditionally understood as members or supporters of
extremist groups.3

1. Jitka Votavová and Česká Tisková Kancelář, “Survey Shows People in the Czech Republic Trust Each Other Less
and Have Less Tolerance for Minorities”, ROMEA, 30 June 2018, http://www.ROMEA.cz/en/news/czech/surveyshows-people-in-the-czech-republic-trust-each-other-less-and-have-less-tolerance-for-minorities, (Access date: 3
September 2019).
2. “Eastern and Western Europeans Differ on Importance of Religion, Views on Minorities and Key Social Issues”,
Pew Research Center, 24 October 2018, p. 6. http://www.pewforum.org/2018/10/29/eastern-and-western-europeans-differ-on-importance-of-religion-views-of-minorities-and-key-social-issues/pf-10-29-18_east-west_-00-02/,
(Access date: 3 September 2019).
3.“Zpráva O Extremismu Na Území České Republiky V Roce 2017”, Ministerstvo Vnitra, p. 6, https://www.mvcr.
cz/clanek/extremismus-vyrocni-zpravy-o-extremismu-a-strategie-boje-proti-extremismu.aspx, (Access date: 3 September 2019).
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Discussion of Islamophobic Incidents
and Discursive Events
According to the Annual Report on Extremism by the Ministry of the Interior for the
year 2017, which was approved by the government in 2018, the right-wing scene,
which is the main source of Islamophobia, has become fragmented and less prominent. However, it is partly because of the rise of the Party of Direct Democracy
(SPD) and its leader Tomio Okamura, who own the agenda of anti-Muslim and
anti-immigrant attacks. Because the SPD was so successful in the 2017 general election, it is now in the position to monopolize and mainstream the issues that were
previously the domain of non-parliamentary extremist movements. The SPD gained
10.64% of votes, which translates into 538,574 actual votes. The Ministry of Interior does not classify the SPD as an extremist party but stresses in its report that “[I]
n some cases the statements by SPD representatives are even more radical than the
statements by representatives of extremist parties on the right as traditionally understood.”4 It is exactly such speech, according to the Ministry of the Interior that could
contribute to radicalizing Muslims residing in the Czech Republic.5 For example the
video on the page of the president of the SPD is entitled “Islam as Hitler´s Nazism.”6
According to the same report by the Ministry of Interior, the Muslim community in the Czech Republic is moderate and well integrated. However, considering the
increase in rhetoric fueling hate, it might become radicalized.7

Physical and Verbal Attacks
The most prominent Islamophobic incident in the Czech Republic happened in 2017.
The culprit was discovered and put on trial in 2018. In June and July 2017, a senior citizen, Jaromír Balda (72), chopped down trees on two occasions so that they fell across
a railway line. He was also involved in the dissemination of threatening flyers in which
the perpetrator pretended to be a jihadist planning assaults on Czech citizens. The goal
of his activities was to fake terrorist attacks and Muslim infiltration. In a recorded telephone call with a local representative of the SPD (Party of Direct Democracy), Balda
said that he is willing to “go after migrants” who in his view are “spreading through Europe like worms” – whereupon Blanka Vaňková, the local district coordinator, express4. Ibid., p. 14.
5. Česká Tisková Kancelář and Zdeněk Ryšavý, “Czech Government Approves Extremism Report, Rhetoric of Some
MPs Is More Radical Than Neo-Nazis’ Now“, ROMEA, 27 December 2018, http://www.ROMEA.cz/en/news/
czech/czech-government-approves-extremism-report-rhetoric-of-some-mps-is-more-radical-than-neo-nazis-aposnow, (Access date: 3 September 2019).
6. Tomio Okamura, ‘‘Islám Jako Hitlerovský Nacismus’’, Tomio Okamura, 6 October 2017 http://www.tomio.cz/
aktuality/islam-jako-hitlerovsky-nacismus/, (Access date: 3 September 2019).
7. “Zpráva o extremismu na území České republiky v roce 2017”, Ministerstvo Vnitra, (2018), p. 19, https://www.
mvcr.cz/clanek/extremismus-vyrocni-zpravy-o-extremismu-a-strategie-boje-proti-extremismu.aspx, (Access date: 3
September 2019).
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es her agreement with the sentiment. “Like one goes after pests, after rats, after vermin
in the forest,” the man says in the recording. “As for those pussies that wear those
Arabic cowls here, all it takes is a little tiny Molotov cocktail, throw it right beneath
their feet until their cunts and their asses catch fire, they’ll change their mind about
walking around here like that. It’s easy, all it takes is two deciliters of gasoline,” he said
as she again expresses agreement.8 The recording of this conversation was presented to
the court. In neither incident were there victims, but in both cases the trains hit the
trees. This case is significant from many points of views: the pensioner went through
a process of radicalization as he became a fanatical supporter of Tomio Okamura so
much so that he plastered Okamura’s portrait on his house. Even though Okamura
and his followers operate under the Islamophobic trope of “Muslims are terrorists,”
Balda was ironically accused of terrorism himself. Despite the fear of a non-existent
“Muslim invasion,” which is central to all Islamophobic activists in the Czech Republic, the first conviction of terrorism actually involved an indigenous Czech. However,
because he was Czech and not “the other,” he received lower punishment than that
envisaged by the law, namely he received only 4 years. And again, significantly, unlike cases involving Muslims, his sanity while committing the attacks was questioned
and used as a mitigating factor. Apparently he was taking blood pressure medicine
which influenced his capacity to reason during the incidents. Journalist for ROMEA,
an NGO specializing in human rights and focused on journalism and media literacy,
called the verdict a mockery saying, “A brief note on this idea of reduced sanity. Let’s
ask ourselves this question: if a similar crime had been committed by a Muslim, would
the assertion that the perpetrator had allegedly been in a state of reduced sanity prevent
the prosecutor from proposing a lengthy sentence as punishment?”9 Additionally, the
journalist pointed out that those who are responsible for flaming hate and fear, most
notably, politicians of the SPD and the president of the Czech Republic, should be
held responsible too. In a further Islamophobic twist, an MP for the SPD in a heated
debate in February 2019 in the Parliament accused other, not so immigrant-hostile,
parties of Balda´s radicalization by saying “You, welcomers [i.e. those who welcome
immigrants], you created Mr. Balda. You scared him with the realistic possibility of a
terrorist attack in the Czech Republic.”10 The SPD originally supported Balda calling
8. Zdeněk Ryšavý, “Czech Court Releases Recording of Phone Call in Terrorism Case Capturing Defendant´s Hate
Speech”, ROMEA, 10 January 2019, http://www.ROMEA.cz/en/news/czech/czech-court-releases-recording-ofphone-call-in-terrorism-case-capturing-defendant-apos-s-hate-speech, (Access date: 3 September 2019).
9. František Kostlán, “Four Years of Terrorism Is a Mockery – And Others Should Have Been Tried”, ROMEA,
14 January 2019, http://www.ROMEA.cz/en/news/czech/commentary-four-years-for-terrorism-is-a-mockery-andothers-should-have-been-tried (Access date: 3 September 2019).
10. Domácí and Česká Tisková Kancelář, “Poj’ven! Vystoupení Poslance Volného Ve Sněmovně Provázelo Bouchaní Do Lavic”, Zprávy Aktuálně, 1 February 2019, https://zpravy.aktualne.cz/domaci/pojd-ven-vyzval-poslanec-volny-kolegu-birkeho-pri-vyhrocener~10f81112260911e99182ac1f6b220ee8/?fbclid=IwAR03oiCDFdaK9Y6ejunXVRWsyZlY1NUBNHGNgQ1VN2D2ifdVmFU1wbNkNyM&redirected=1549624285 (Access date:
3 September 2019).
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him even a “modern-day Jan Palach”11 but later deleted the Facebook status distancing
itself from him. Despite a lenient punishment for Balda, due to his reduced sanity and
advanced age, Judge Wažik in his verdict stressed, “He should have been far more aware
of the fact that hatred just yields more hatred.” In the judge’s opinion, what makes Balda’s crimes even more dangerous is the fact that he committed them because he himself
was motivated by religious hatred.12
Other SPD representatives have also been active in verbal attacks on various
groups but most prominently on Roma, Muslims, and immigrants. Thus, Dominik
Hanko, vice-chair of the SPD in the Ústecký region, published the following remark
on a social network: “According to them we are sinners, unbelieving dogs. The more
of them there will be here, the more they will force their truth on us until it turns
out like it does in their countries. They’re like locusts, they destroy everything around
them wherever they are.”13
Petr Hampl, the anti-immigration and anti-Islam activist and sociologist,
launched his new book, Breaking Walls, about Islam and the alleged “Islamization”
of society on the premises of the Czech Chamber of Deputies in March 2018. Although Hampl himself is not in the Parliament, he drew support from various MPs
both on the left and on the right. A Czech Radio moderator Jan Moláček, on his
Facebook page commented on the incident as follows, “An open racist is launching
his book directly inside the Chamber of Deputies and an MP for a party that calls
itself ‘civic’ and ‘democratic’ (i.e. the ODS, Civic Democratic Party) is boasting (on
Facebook) about the author dedicating the book to him as his favorite politician.
Czechia, 2018.”14 The spokesperson for the Czech president, Jiří Ovčáček, publically voiced his support for the hate group Angry Mothers when a library in Liberec
refused to host their event where they were supposed to promote another book by
Hampl. He defended the group again from the perspective of freedom of speech.15
In Breaking Walls, Hampl claims that if we allow jihadists from the Middle East who
were beheading people to move to Europe, we have to know that we are accepting
11. The Czech student famous for self-immolation in 1969 in protest against the Warsaw Pact countries´ invasion
of Czechoslovakia in 1968.
12. František Bikár, “Czech Terrorist Gets Four Years, Judge Says He Was Influenced by the Public Dissemination
of Extremism”, ROMEA, 15 January 2018, http://www.ROMEA.cz/en/news/czech/czech-terrorist-gets-four-yearsjudge-says-he-was-influenced-by-the-public-dissemination-of-extremism, (Access date: 3 September 2019).
13. Tereza Heková, “Czech Politician Spreads Hateful Racist Hoaxes Online against Dark-Skinned Footballers,
Muslim and Roma”, ROMEA, 16 July 2018, http://www.ROMEA.cz/en/news/czech/czech-politician-spreads-hateful-racist-hoaxes-online-against-dark-skinned-footballers-muslims-and-roma, (Access date: 3 September 2019).
14. Jana Baudyšová, “Czech Anti-immigration Activist Launches Book on the Premises of the Lower House, Ultra-conservatives Support It”, ROMEA, 18 March 2018, http://www.ROMEA.cz/en/news/czech/czech-anti-immigration-activist-launches-book-on-the-premises-of-the-lower-house-ultra-conservatives-support-it, (Access date: 3
September 2019).
15. Martina Heroldová, “Pošlapali Jste Svobodu, Obvinil Ovčáček Knihovnu, Která Zrušila Besedu S Protiislámským
Sociologem”, Zprávy Aktuálně, 5 June 2018, https://zpravy.aktualne.cz/domaci/poslapali-jste-svobodu-obvinil-ovcacek-knihovnu-ktera-zrusil/r~9976deac689911e89f2fac1f6b220ee8/ (Access date: 3 September 2019).
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people who will be beheading us too. His book was somewhat scandalously offered
for purchase on the website of the Charles University bookstore.16
The representative of the same party (ODS) in the Czech Senate, Tomáš Jirsa,
has proposed Klára Samková for the position of Deputy Ombudswoman. Samková
is infamous for equating Islam with Nazism and cursing the Turkish ambassador in
the Czech Republic. She was investigated for her statements but it was decided that
it is a case of freedom of speech.17 However, the Czech Bar Association, of which
Samková is a member, fined her CZK 25,000 for defaming the respectful behavior
in public expected of legal professionals. At the same time, Samková accused the
association of a “modern witch hunt” and said that the association is afraid of the
Turkish ambassador.18

Employment
Even though we cannot rule out individual cases of discrimination on the job market, it is not a significant phenomenon related to Islamophobia. The number of
Muslims is low, they tend to be educated, and hold professional jobs, and are often
employed in ethnically run businesses.

Education
Islamophobia is not officially promoted in the school curriculum. However, we
should mention that attempts to diversify views on Muslims undertaken by NGOs
or individuals are often blocked. As a recent example we can refer to the case of
the “gymnasium” teacher Antonín Kolář from Pilsen. After 17 years teaching at the
same school, he decided to resign because the school management joined some other
groups and individuals who condemned the teacher for welcoming first year students in jellaba. Asked whether the reaction would have been the same 5 years ago,
the teacher said, “No, a few years ago I taught a whole lecture on Islam and the
Arab world…now some of the commentators wanted to castrate or hang me. This is
something deep inside the people and it is suppressed. But as soon as a crisis comes,
all frustrations show.”19
16. Barbora Němcová, “Džihádisté Budou V Evropě Řezat Hlavy” Univerzitní Knihkupectví Čelí Kritice Za Protiislámský Tekst”, Zprávy Aktuálně, 28 March 2018, https://zpravy.aktualne.cz/domaci/dzihadiste-budou-v-evrope-rezat-hlavy-univerzitni-knihkupect/r~5709cc8c328911e89509ac1f6b220ee8/ (Access date: 3 September
2019).
17. Radek Dragoun, “Samková Srovnává İslám S Nacismem. Senátor ODS Ji Chce Za Zástupkyní Ombudsmana”,
Zprávy Aktuálně, 22 January 2019, https://zpravy.aktualne.cz/domaci/samkova-srovnava-islam-s-nacismem-senator-ods-ji-chce-za-zas/r~447d5ce21e4111e9a0090cc47ab5f122/, (Access date: 3 September 2019).
18. Česká Tisková Kancelář, “Umřete Drív, Než Zplodíte Syny, Proklela Samková Tureckého Velvylsance. Dostala
Pokutu 25 Tisíc”, Zprávy Aktuálně, 17 May 2018, https://zpravy.aktualne.cz/domaci/umrete-driv-nez-zploditesyny-proklela-samkova-tureckeho-vel/r~acf1246659ca11e8b8310cc47ab5f122/, (Access date: 3 September 2019).
19. Magdalén Daňková, “Mladí Lidé Nepotřebují K Cestování Skoro Žádné Peníze, My Jsme Vybírali Kašny, Říká
Učitel Z Plzně”, Zprávy Aktuálně, 2 January 2018, https://magazin.aktualne.cz/cestovani/mladi-lide-nepotrebuji-kcestovani-skoro-zadne-penize-my-jsm/r~2621b622ea5211e7af7dac1f6b220ee8/, (Access date: 3 September 2019).
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Politics
The interaction between Islamophobia and politics was described in the previous
report as pertains to the 2017 national elections. In 2018, the Czech Republic held
local elections where the issue of Islamophobia holds less importance.
Islamophobia is not a phenomenon related only to certain politicians and parties. We may say that the SPD (Party of Direct Democracy) is leading the way in
this sense but we find Islamophobes both in the left (Communist Party, Social Democratic Party) and the right (Civic Democratic Party). Particularly encouraging for
Islamophobes is that the Czech president himself supports and promotes such views.
His attitudes to Islam are now internationally known.
Most politicians use anti-Muslim and anti-immigrant statements in order to
mobilize further their voters who share these views. It is almost impossible to hold
a political post and advocate for positive attitude to some groups, most notably
Muslims. The only party currently in the Parliament with moderate views regarding
migration and its related issues is the Pirate Party.

Media
Increasingly in the Czech Republic we see the phenomenon of supporting hate
speech as an issue related to freedom of speech. The proponents of such views claim
that they are victims of the prohibition of freedom of speech and that they are the
only ones who dare to tell the truth. This is true for their views on Muslims; in such
instances they often frame their posts and videos as revealing some big secrets that
the mainstream media are hiding from the public. Their target is not only left-wing
or moderate media but mainstream media, such as Czech TV, which they accuse of
hiding the truth and propagating multicultural ideas. Although such views have been
present in the public space for a long time, the new aspect is that they are advocated
by the offices of the president, the prime minister, and party representatives. Particularly after the election of SPD representatives, whose core agenda is to combat
against Islam and immigrants, the events and promotion of hate speech have been
given formal and institutionalized support. There is a great proliferation of media
spreading Islamophobia. Some such media outlets are listed below: Parlamentní listy
is a news outlet without any editorial policy - basically, anyone can publish on their
website and the site does not employ fact-checking; Nová buržoazie; Protiproud;
euRabia; We Do Not Want Islam in the Czech Republic (Islám v ČR nechceme), etc.
Particularly prominent in spreading hate speech is the media outlet TV Barrandov
and its moderator Jaromít Soukup, who has recently announced his political ambitions
and who is supported by President Zeman. In a pre-election debate, he asked his guests
to choose who they would not like to have as a neighbor. They could choose among
Roma, Muslim, Black, and a politician who Soukup disliked (Miroslav Kalousek).20
20. “Vadil By Vám Soused Muslim, Černoch, Nebo Rom? Ptal Se Soukup Politiků. Žádný Rasismus, Naopak, Říká”,
Zprávy Aktuálně, 30 March 2018, https://zpravy.aktualne.cz/domaci/vedle-koho-nechcete-zit-ptal-se-soukup-politiku-debata-vyzne/r~61ef1ae2340211e88b47ac1f6b220ee8/, (Access date: 3 September 2019).
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On euRabia, as part of the election campaign, we find the claim by Klara Samková, one of the most prominent Islamophobes and a lawyer by profession, that
while politicians care only about the horizon of elections, Muslims have been planning to conquer Europe for centuries.21
An MP for the ruling party ANO, Bohuslav Chalupa, writes for Parlamentní
listy that the real threat is not Russia but Islam. He adds that the goal of political
Islam is “total and definitive elimination of all non-believers and our way of life.”22
Most mainstream media could be described as improving balanced reporting on
Muslims. However, sometimes unconscious bias plays a role in their reporting. For
example, an article describing white right-wing terrorist attacks was illustrated by a
picture of a group of visibly identifiable, angry Muslims.23

Justice System
The former Prague imam Samer Shehadeh was accused of supporting terrorism. He
left the Czech Republic in 2017 but was allegedly deported from Jordan and is currently in detention. He was accused of supporting terrorism after his brother and sister-in-law traveled to Syria, allegedly to fight in an Al-Qaeda-affiliated organization.
Shehadeh was accused of helping them. The former imam was elected by Prague
Muslims to head the Muslim Community in Prague and serve the function of imam
of the Prague mosque. However, because of internal disputes, he left the position
and some representatives of the Muslim community later publically distanced from
him.24 In relation to this event, the sociologist Karel Černý from Charles University
was interviewed. He said that the former imam was part of his research on Muslims
in the Czech Republic and that during an interview Shehadeh had said that he would
intervene if someone in the community became radicalized, he would try to talk him
out of it, pointing that such activity is against Islam.25
The SPD has not given up on its promise to try to legally ban Islam on the
ground that it is not a religion but a violent ideology. Given the Czech Constitu21. Klára Samková, “Evropané Uvažují Na Jedno Volební Období, Ale Muslimové Plánují Dobití Evropy Celá
Staletí”, euRabia, 10 March 2019, https://www.eurabia.cz/Articles/32938-evropane-uvazuji-na-jedno-volebni-obdobi-ale-muslimove-planuji-dobiti-evropy-cela-staleti.aspx (Access date: 3 September 2019).
22. Bohuslav Chalupa, “Naší Největší Hrozbou Není Rusko, Ale Politický İslám”, Parlamentni Listy, 26 November
2018, https://www.parlamentnilisty.cz/politika/politici-volicum/Chalupa-ANO-Nasi-nejvetsi-hrozbou-neni-Rusko-ale-politicky-islam-560903, (Access date: 3 September 2019).
23. Remy Vlachos, “Vraha Muslimů Bavily PC Hry, Bál Se Žen. K Masakru Vedla Prohra Le Penové”, iDNES, 20 March
2019, https://www.idnes.cz/zpravy/zahranicni/novy-zeland-terorismus-mesita-video-socialni-site.A190318_095902_
zahranicni_remy?, (Access date: 3 September 2019).
24. iDNES and Česká Tisková Kancelář, “Bývalého Pražského İmáma Převezli Do Česka. Viní Ho Z Podpory Terorismu”, iDNES, 8 November 2018, https://www.idnes.cz/zpravy/domaci/imam-terorismus-samer-shehadeh-obvineni.A181108_191259_domaci_evam, (Access date: 3 September 2019).
25. Markéta Jakicová, “Říkal, Že By Zakročil, Pokud By Se Někdo Radikalizoval, Říká O İmámovi Sociolog Černý”,
Zprávy Aktuálně, 19 November 2018,
https://zpravy.aktualne.cz/domaci/rikal-ze-by-zakrocil-pokud-by-se-nekdo-radikalizoval-rika-o/r~a291df2ce43c11e8b474ac1f6b220ee8/, (Access date: 3 September 2019).
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tion it is currently difficult to imagine this initiative would come into force. The
SPD is currently proposing a law to forbid veiling. It has, however, clashed with
Minister of Justice Jan Kněžínek, who said that no law can pass if it is focused on
a particular religion. He added also that veiling must be allowed in some situations
anyway i.e. during carnivals. Finally he questioned the necessity and urgency of
such a law given that there are almost no veiled women in the Czech Republic and
if they are, they tend to be foreign tourists, who “shop in expensive shops in Prague
and spend money.”26
Martin Konvička, the original propagator of Islamophobia in the Czech Republic, who was sided and somewhat forgotten when Islamophobia became mainstream, was investigated by the public prosecutor for two years for his statements
about putting Muslims in concentration camps. The prosecution was stopped in
2018 with the explanation that it is not possible to prove that it was him who
posted the statements online.27

Internet
According to experts on extremism, both from the nongovernmental and governmental background, the biggest hotbed for spreading all forms of hate including
Islamophobia is the Internet. It develops in two forms: one is threatening or humiliating individuals and groups online, the other is spreading false news and hoaxes.
According to ROMEA, Czech police officer Marek Chrastina of Šumperk while
on vacation in Crete, Greece posted online that he had allegedly filmed journalists
staging the drowning of migrants and that his footage was proof of how the media
is manipulating the public about such matters. In reality, the people he filmed were
part of a docudrama crew staging a re-enactment of a 1922 fire which Greeks had to
flee. The Czech Police Inspectorate didn´t find that his behavior damaged the image
of the Czech police.28
On the Internet, the Facebook pages of “We Do Not Want Islam in the Czech
Republic” have been deleted but the local chapters remain. The Islamophobic, xenophobic, and anti-feminist page “Angry Mothers” has been deleted from Facebook
but is present now under the name “Anti-feminist Punch.” The page “We Are Here
26. Jakub Zelenka and Lukáš Prchal, “Zákaz Zahalování Nesmí Miřít Proti Náboženství, Řiká Ministr Spravedlnosti. Hledá Se Obecný Paragraf ”, Zprávy Aktuálně, 16 August 2018, https://zpravy.aktualne.cz/domaci/zakaz-zahalovani-nesmi-mirit-proti-nabozenstvi-rika-ministr/r~d166c46a9fbe11e8b295ac1f6b220ee8/, (Access date: 3 September 2019).
27. Česká Tisková Kancelář, “Konvička Za Nenávistné Výroky O Muslimech Potrestán Nebude. Není Důkaz,
Že Je Psal On, Tvrdí Žalobce”, Zprávy Aktuálně, 14 May 2018, https://zpravy.aktualne.cz/domaci/konvickanebude-stihan-za-nenavistne-vyroky-o-muslimech-na-f/r~c5eec4d4576111e89509ac1f6b220ee8/, (Access date:
3 September 2019).
28. Eva Zdařilová, “Czech Police Officer Claims to Have Filmed Journalists ‘Staging’ Migrants Drowning, His Superiors See Nothing Wrong with That”, ROMEA, 15 October 2018, http://www.ROMEA.cz/en/news/world/czechpolice-officer-claims-to-have-filmed-journalists-staging-migrants-drowning-his-superiors-see-nothing-wrong-withthat, (Access date: 3 September 2019).
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at Home” has also been banned from Facebook but its version “I Am Here at Home”
and Zpray.cz resurfaced.

Central Figures in the Islamophobia Network
Islamophobia has become a norm in the Czech public space. There is thus no need
to look for fringe groups and websites, behind-the-scene think tanks, and advocacy
groups since the loudest Islamophobes are to be found in the Parliament, the Senate,
the Office of the President, and in various parties, while some of the Prime Minister´s statements are also Islamophobic. It is legally financed through tax payers´
money, which keeps the political establishment going. Currently there is synergy
between the voters´ and politicians´ attitudes when it comes to Muslims.
Besides President of the Czech Republic Miloš Zeman, leader of the SPD party
Tomio Okamura, and virtually all its members, there are other persons espousing
Islamophobia openly. Jaroslav Foldyna from the Czech Social Democratic Party is
a Srebrenica genocide denier. Eva Hrindová from the initiative Angry Mothers is
particularly active in protecting Western women from the dangers of a Muslim men
invasion. The mission of Klara Samková, who has been mentioned before, is to educate the Czech about the dangers of Islam. Petr Hampl, a self-described “private
sociologist,” publishes extensively on the defense of Western civilization from Islam.

Observed Civil Society and Political Assessment
and Initiatives
Given the described strong climate of Islamophobia it is no surprise that anyone who
publically supports diversity in the images of Muslims and tries to advocate building
bridges is exposed to relentless attacks mostly online but sometimes also offline.
It is thus a miracle that the government through its Agency for Social Inclusion
with the support of grants from Nordic countries and Czech TV run an initiative
called “Hate Free Culture.” Its scope is broad but it also focuses on Muslims, on
diversifying their image and on news about Muslims, as well as supporting showing
compassion to refugees.29
The other group of counter-Islamophobia initiatives come from NGOs, such
as Multicultural Center or ROMEA. They debunk hoaxes related to Muslims and
develop programs to fight hateful content online in cooperation with platforms such
as Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, etc.
Finally, particularly amazing are the informal initiatives, funded by the contributions of their supporters, which help refugees who are often Muslims. Of such
we should mention Initiative Central Train Station, which is an entirely voluntary
29. Hate Free, https://www.hatefree.cz/, (Access date: 3 September 2019).
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initiative by a group of people who help refugees that are stuck in the Czech Republic while on their way to Western countries. The initiative provides them with food,
buys them tickets to Germany or Austria, and buys them temporary phones. The
other such initiative is Czechs Help, which collects clothes, shoes, and other necessary supplies and transports them to refugees stuck in Bosnia and Serbia.

Conclusion and Policy Recommendations
Fighting anti-Muslim hate in the Czech Republic remains difficult because of the
normalization of Islamophobia in society, on the Internet, in media, and in politics.
The only front of resistance is the NGOs, informal initiatives by citizens, individuals who dare to speak publically against Islamophobia, and the current moderate
approach of the Pirate Party. The other vein to rely on are EU-funded programs that
tackle intolerance generally and are transferred to the NGO and academic sector via
the Czech national institutions. In the light of that the following recommendations
should be considered:
•

•

•
•

•

It is of utmost importance to secure continuous funding for civil society, which promotes dialogue, fosters a fact-checking approach to
Internet content, and reminds society of the benefits and necessity of
developing tolerance.
It is necessary to establish the norms for the acceptable range of free speech
online. This should not be done only through enforcement but also by cooperation with commercial platforms which profit from the content online
(Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, Instagram but also the comment sections of
individual media outlets).
Politicians should be held to the highest standard when caught spreading
hoaxes and fake news.
The EU should develop tailor-made programs for tackling Islamophobia in
the Czech Republic but also in Central Europe, where it is one of the most
prominent types of hatred.
A diversified curriculum on understanding differences and similarities in
culture, including Islam-related content, should become the norm.

Chronology
•

•

18.03.2018: Petr Hampl, the anti-immigration and anti-Islam activist and
sociologist, launched his book about Islam and the alleged “Islamization” of
society on the premises of the Czech Chamber of Deputies.
06.07.2018: A photograph of the interior of a bus used by Czech police
to transport activists arrested after a protest against the surface mining for
brown coal at the Bílina mine in the Most district shows a sticker for the
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•
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hatemongering Ortel band and an anti-Islam sticker with a red line crossing
out a mosque above the driver’s seat.
10.07.2018: Dominik Hanko, vice-chair of the SPD party in the Ústecký
district, posted on social media that Muslims are like locusts, who destroy
everything around them wherever they are.
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